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On Net the Fundamental Balance has Improved


Mine supply, relative to the pre-virus 2020-25 outlook as of January 2020, has been reduced by 167 million ounces.



Recycled scrap supply, likewise compared to January, has been squeezed down by industry analysts by 80 million ounces for 2020-25.



Industrial demand, including photographic film, is now 173 million ounces lighter for the years 2020-25 relative to January’s outlook.



Decorative demand, which covers jewelry and silverware, has been melted down by 62 million ounces for 2020-25.



Investment demand for coins, medals and bars has increased by 43 million ounces for 2020-25.



As a result of the virus, the 122 million-ounce surplus analysts saw in January for the 2020-25 period has almost been halved to 68 million.
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@SpaceForceDoD (2020, Jul-22). “United States Space Force” Twitter.
This blog has it on authority that Flourish & Blotts bookstore, located down the street from the London Bullion Market Association headquarters, has seen Predicting
the Unpredictable: Insulate Yourself Against Shocks and Broken Balls: When Fortunes Turn Foul fly off the shelves (sometimes literally). The publisher Obscurus Books
is rumored to be in its third printing of Unfogging the Future (“very good guide to all your basic fortune telling methods – palmistry, crystal balls, bird entrails”).
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Moz for 2020-25. Last year is now believed to

ANALYSTS DON'T EXPECT RECYCLED SCRAP SUPPLY GROWTH
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(SILVER, SECONDARY SUPPLY, RECYCLING SOURCE)
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protecting investment in bars and coins.

SUPPLY IS EXPECTED TO REMAIN STAGNANT THROUGH 2025

Coins and medals were expected to drop from
2020’s 106 Moz to 95 by 2025!

(SILVER, TOTAL SUPPLY, BY TYPE)
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